Learning and
Development Services
Bath University Rugby Club
The University of Bath is one of the top ten universities in the UK with an
international reputation for excellence. The University Rugby Club is affiliated
to Bath Rugby and is one of the leading University Rugby Clubs in the country.
It is also part of the BUCS Super10 – a league where the best ten university
male rugby teams compete. Many players will go on to International Honours
and plenty will already have them from age-grade rugby.
The club’s mission is for players to enjoy the experience of being better
educated, better at rugby and better people. They approached SA Group and
discussed their objectives, and subsequently our trainers planned some
sessions focused on Culture, Communication and Leadership to take place
over the course of three weeks.

The Challenge - “Culture” and “Attitude” were at the
forefront of the areas that the coaching staff wanted to
address. An inclusive culture is an easy thing to discuss,
and even suggest that you have; but actually ensuring
your actions and words align with that desired
inclusivity is where the real challenge lies. As a
consequence “Communication” and “Leadership” were
also key target areas to develop.

Our Approach - Each session is tailored to suit the
objectives of each individual client. We empower
candidates to be great leaders by becoming better
prepared, informed and equipped to deal with any
situation.

“As the Head of Rugby at the
University of Bath, I am witnessing
first-hand the personal growth of
the players involved and positive
behavioural change around their
communication, leadership and
influence of positive cultures.”
Aaron James, Head of Rugby at TeamBath

Results - Ideas generated during the sessions have
been implemented in the pre-season games, and
participants have been regularly practising the
techniques discussed.

Next Phase - SA Group trainers continue discussions
with the University of Bath Rugby Club to ensure
continued success, and evaluate whether any further
sessions are required.

“Chris engaged the group with an innovative and
interesting approach, with real life scenarios that they
can identify with, and actions to take away that are
relevant to their performance.
“There was concise leadership guidance that they
could relate to and make use of within their own
context, university journey, and beyond.”
Aaron James, Head of Rugby at TeamBath
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Our Experienced Team
“The training offered
hard hitting
insights and detailed
strategies for
improving
communication and
the impact on others
of both good and bad
communication.”
“In a motivating way,
Chris encouraged
them to question some
of their beliefs,
concerning culture,
and values, and helped
them relate these to
behaviours that would
assist them as
members of a
performance rugby
programme but also in
the life journey.”
“It was testament to
Chris’ engaging style
and delivery that 40+
players engaged
consistently over the
period. Chris engaged
the group with an
innovative and
interesting approach,
with real life scenarios
that they can identify
with, and actions to
take away that are
relevant to their
performance.”

Our trainers bring decades of experience working with elite sports
performers and top public schools. They have delivered specialist
training in many different environments, including at HM Prisons.
We have worked with high-class, internationally-successful sports
people, and aspiring athletes who haven't made it. We understand
the technical demands of the sport, but more importantly the
wider personal issues associated with elite, individual and team
performance.
We have a thorough knowledge of this environment, plenty of
experience, and we continuously evaluate in order to evolve.

Chris Chudleigh, Training Manager
Our Training Manager Chris Chudleigh was
the lead coach and training architect in Sky's
School of Hard Knocks TV series alongside
former Wales Rugby Captain Scott Quinnell.
After serving in the British Army for over 20
years he uses skills gained along with the right
balance of enthusiasm and encouragement
to create a strong first impression and forge
genuine connections with people.
Sky TV’s School of Hard Knocks uses rugby and other challenging
activities to teach participants life lessons and values, preparing
them for employment. Former Wales Rugby Captain Scott Quinnell
(right) and former England rugby union player Will Greenwood,
MBE both worked alongside our Training Manager Chris Chudleigh
(left) and have publicly endorsed him for his efforts on the School
of Hard Knocks.

Aaron James, Head of Rugby
at TeamBath
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